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then begs for a bit of the gold that he has dug. But why should he 
not keep for himself and for his work part of the treasure that he dis- 
covers? The applications of electricity due to research work in the 
laboratory add billions of dollars a year to the wealth of the world. 
Why cannot scientific men learn how to retain even one per cent of 
such wealth, which when reinvested in research would again yield high 
usury to science and to society. It is a long way, but the world 
does rise slowly in spiral courses to higher levels. The prime mover 
is scientific research and its applications. Without the commerce 
and the industry created by science, there could be only a hereditary 
aristocracy of privilege and wealth controlling slaves. We have 
now reached the stage where we can at least foresee economic freedom 
for all. People must be fed and sheltered before they can be happy 
and free; they must be happy and free before they can be good and 
wise. Economic liberty must precede intellectual liberty. . Science 
and its applications should be the chief concern of a democratic 
nation that would preserve its democracy and advance the freedom 
and the welfare of its people. 

J. McKEEN Cattell, in the Scientific Monthly. 

Education for Symmetry . - Another point is that we find our 
conventional curricula are occupied chiefly in furnishing students 
information, and teaching them to think. Those two items cover 
most of the program of our colleges. But life does not consist simply 
of thinking. Life includes doing, willing, undertaking. Life de- 
mands courage, initiative, resources; it demands such a knowledge 
of one's powers that he can get only by using those powers, and we 
come to the conclusion that any educational system is fatally weak 
which includes only a training in knowing and thinking, and does not 
include a training in daring, in doing, and in all of those qualities that 
count in action and undertaking as well as in thinking. 

J. H. Morgan, 
Proceedings, Association of American Colleges. 

Mental Tests and College Teaching . - "In tables such as 
these lies the explanation of the failure of intelligence tests and grades 
to show a reasonable degree of correspondence. These tables reveal 
also what should be considered the important college waste heap, 
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